A decision-driven system to collect the patient history.
We have developed a computer-administered history designed to directly interview hospitalized patients with pulmonary disease. A frame-based decision system is used to direct the history and to generate a one- to five-member differential diagnostic list based on this history. This system incorporates a cognitive model of question selection and a Bayesian scoring algorithm. Structures to control the choice of questions are embedded in the diagnostic frames and in a QUERY program that makes the final choice of questions. We have compared the behavior of this decision-driven approach with a history taken using a paper questionnaire. The paper-based history presents 182 questions to every patient and captured 75% of 85 pulmonary diseases in its differential lists. The decision-driven system asks 50.7 +/- 31.0 (mean +/- standard deviation) and captured 74% of 61 pulmonary diseases. Our experience suggests that the use of a computerized diagnostic knowledge base to direct the selection of pertinent questions can substantially reduce the number of questions necessary to collect a diagnostically useful patient history.